
wat wakker gloei deur nagte in die sagte wang van 'n jong dogter, u dwaal 
oor die see en in die huise van die wat in die woeste woon. Geeneen van die 
Onsterflikes kan vir u vlug nie, geen mens wat maar 'n stonde leef nie: U is 
die waansin waar u kom.' 

Universiteit van Stellenbosch. P. J. CONRADIE 

* * * 
Menander: The Angry Old Man (Dyskolos), translated by W. H. Hewitt and 
M. W. M. Pope (A. A. Balkema, Cape Town, 1960). 

The importance of the discovery of the Dyskolos, the first complete comedy 
of Menander's which has come down to us, is clearly shown by the tremendous 
interest which it has aroused among scholars throughout the world. So keen 
was the interest that by 1958, within a short time of its purchase by Martin 
Bodmer of Geneva, the first critical edition of the text, with translations into 
French, English and German, and containing photographs of the papyrus, 
had been made by Victor Martin. This was followed by various attempts at 
establishing the text, culminating in the publication of the Oxford Classical 
Text by H. Lloyd-Jones in 1960. Numerous articles have appeared in the 
current periodicals discussing points of textual or literary criticism, a number 
of translations have been published in verse and prose, and there have been 
stage productions of the play either in the original or in translation. 

As a contribution from South Mrica comes this translation by W. H. Hewitt 
and M. W. M. Pope, both of whom are well fitted for the task. Professor Pope 
has for some years been giving a general course in Greek Literature at the 
University of Cape Town, while Mr. Hewitt adds to his knowledge of Greek 
Literature a lively interest in acting and stage production. The translation is 
published by A. A. Balkema (Amsterdam and Cape Town) in a neat paperback 
with an interesting cover design by Chris van den Berg. 

In addition to the translation, there is an introduction designed mainly to 
fill in the background for the general reader (or play-goer). It covers 
adequately the main points of fact, showing the importance of the discovery of 
a complete play of the most popular writer of Athenian New Comedy. It 
gives an idea of the style and content of Menander's plays, by quotations from 
fragments of other plays and by a fairly detailed analysis of the Dyskolos 
itself. It adds a paragraph on the nature of Athenian New Comedy and on the 
stage conventions which controlled Greek drama. 

The translators also devote some space to a discussion of the principles 
which they followed in translation, and the difficulties which they encountered. 
With regard to language and style, they state it as their aim to express the 
'purus sermo' for which Menander was praised by ancient critics in 'good 
spoken English', at the same time bearing in mind that this is a play intended 
for acting and requiring language· that is 'speakable in the actor's sense'. 
Then there is the vexed question of the spelling of the names of the characters. 
Pope and Hewitt have for the most part kept to the Greek orthography, while 
avoiding Khaireas and Daos at which they are afraid 'the eye of the reader 
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might take offence'. Consistency might have demanded theseforms,particularly 
in the case of the spelling Davos, which is neither the Greek nor the Latin 
form-but then, consistency is difficult to achieve in the transliteration of 
Greek names. Greek terminology, as e.g. in money matters, has been retained, 
though oaths like 'by Zeus', meaningless to the modern ear, have been brought 
up to date. Lasdy, there is the problem of the name. The translators defend 
their choice of 'The Angry Old Man' on the grounds that it has 'a slighdy 
topical flavour, as well as being a reasonably accurate description of Knemon'. 
It is, I think, a happy choice, which cannot fail to arrest attention in these 
days of 'angry young men'. 

The medium of translation is prose up to 1. 880, after which rhyming couplets 
are used to reflect the change of metre and the introduction of flute accompani
ment. The translation itself was made from an eclectic text based on Martin's 
restored text and on a number of articles which appeared during 1959, 
together with some conjectures of the translators themselves. Account has 
been taken of published texts and articles which appeared after their manu
script had been sent to the printers, and necessary changes could be made in 
time. The translation, therefore, takes into account most of the material which 
was available at the time of its going to the press. 

On the whole, it can be said that the translation achieves what it sets out to 
do. 'Good spoken English' is the language employed, which keeps near 
enough to the text to be a faithful rendering, yet does not deteriorate into a 
slavish translation. It is, perhaps, less racy than some of the other translations, 
but on the other hand it does not err in being over-colloquial and slangy, in 
a way that Menander probably never was. Compare, e.g., Pope and Hewitt's 
version of 11. 946ff. with that of Arnott (The Man 1vho didn't like People, 1960): 

Cook: While someone else poured reverently in 
To a large bowl a venerable wine 
Of grey-haired vintage, added the divine 
Nymphs' purest water, mixed it, raised it up 
And gave it to the men. (Pope and Hewitt) 

Sikon: Anyway, there was someone else, inclining into an inclined, hollow, 
concave, circular hemisphere twenty litres of frothy-capped, white
headed, ancient, very old juice of Bacchus. He mingled it with liquid 
H-two-0 from the fountain of the nymphety Nymphs. (Arnott) 

It is hard to imagine that the two are translations of the same passage of 
Greek. 

Lest anyone should be misled, however, into thinking that the whole trans
lation under review is as high-flown as the above quotation might suggest, 
I add a further sample from the dialogue: 
Knemon: Get out of my house, I tell you! 
Getas: All right, don't bite me! 
Knemon: Bite you! I'll eat you alive! 
Getas: Please! Not that! 
Knemon: And what is your business with me, that I should be so damnably 

interrupted? 
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Getas: I have no business with you. That must be why I haven't come to 
collect a debt or summon you to court. All I want is to borrow a 
large sauce-pan. 

Knemon: A large sauce-pan? 
Getas: A large sauce-pan. 
Knemon: I'll give you a whip! Do you think I'm in the habit of offering up 

whole oxen as you people do? 
Getas: Not even a snail, I shouldn't think. (ll. 466ff.) 

Though changes of speaker are indicated in the papyrus in the conventional 
way, there is still some doubt about the allocation of lines to the speakers in 
some cases. For the most part, the translators have used the allocation of 
lines which is dramatically the most likely, except perhaps in 11. 515f:, " !here 
there is t;ertainly more point in giving to Getas the words: ot6v ecr"t'' em~e:~(wc; 
OtL"t'e:'i:v • ~LIXpEpe:L, v·~ il('. (O.C.T., following Barrett). 

Stage directions, which are lacking in the papyrus except for tXuA.e:t at I. 880, 
are supplied by the translators, and here we see particularly how Hewitt's 
experience of the stage has been used to good effect. In all, the translators have 
succeeded in producing an extremely readable, and I have no doubt, actable 
translation. 

Rhodes University, Grahamstown. 

* * 
LYDIA BAUMBACH 

* 
Saecula Latina. From the beginnings of Latin Literature to Sir Isaac Newton, 

An Anthology, compiled by Maurice Pope, pp. 326, University of Cape Town, 
1962. 

Two reasons are usually offered for the compilation of anthologies from 
Latin literature: the one is to have a storehouse of representative passages of 
reasonable length and of a certain standard of difficulty to serve as an aid in 
the teaching of the language itself; the other is to give the reader an impression 
of Latin literature in all its richness and variety, which might lead him to closer 
acquaintance with the authors read. I am glad to say that Prof. Pope, although 
he admits the first to be his main purpose-'It is a teaching instrument of a 
kind that the discerning will at once recognize from the standard length of the 
passages selected'(Fore11lord p. 5)- has never let the second aim out of sight. 
For I am firmly convinced that the teaching of the language should not be 
separated from literature and thought. 

At this point a third valid reason may be offered for compiling an anthology 
from L atin literature-! emphasize L atin, for no other language in Western 
culture covers so long a period so completely: I have often thought what a 
magnificent instrument of culture and historical enlightenment a properly 
selected Latin Anthology, covering the great moments of human thought 
and endeavour, could be. Although this was not his aim, Prof. Pope has gone 
part of the way to give us a book which answers also to this last requirement, 
but only part of the way, as there are still important omissions, which I will 
point out later. 
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